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Understanding the inherent timescales of large bubbles in DNA is critical to a thorough com-
prehension of its physicochemical characteristics, as well as their potential role on helix opening
and biological function. In this work we employ the coarse-grained Peyrard-Bishop-Dauxois model
of DNA to study relaxation dynamics of large bubbles in homopolymer DNA, using simulations
up to the microsecond time scale. By studying energy autocorrelation functions of relatively large
bubbles inserted into thermalised DNA molecules, we extract characteristic relaxation times from
the equilibration process for both adenine-thymine (AT) and guanine-cytosine (GC) homopolymers.
Bubbles of different amplitudes and widths are investigated through extensive statistics and appro-
priate fittings of their relaxation. Characteristic relaxation times increase with bubble height and
width. We show that, within the model, relaxation times are two orders of magnitude longer in
GC sequences than in AT sequences. Overall, our results confirm that large bubbles leave a lasting
impact on the molecule’s dynamics, for times between 0.4 − 200ns depending on the homopolymer
type and bubble shape, thus clearly affecting long-time evolutions of the molecule.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of biomolecules such as DNA have long
been a source of interest, providing meaningful informa-
tion beyond that yielded by the static molecular structure
[1–3]. In particular, the notion of extracting timescales
for dynamical processes in DNA has attracted attention
both theoretically and experimentally [4–8], due to the
importance of quantifying the impact of thermal and me-
chanical effects on the overall behaviour of the molecule.

A particularly interesting feature of DNA dynamics,
which has been suggested to have a potential role in tran-
scription and other biological processes, is the existence
of local large base pair openings, often called bubbles,
where regions of the double helix open. These open-
ings can be thermally-induced fluctuations, or promoted
by base pair mismatching [9]. DNA bubbles can be ex-
perimentally studied through NMR experiments [10] and
fluorescence spectra [11, 12], as well as computationally
using extensive molecular dynamics (MD) studies [7, 13].
It is also possible to study these breather-like excitations
using nonlinear modelling (see e.g. [14] and references
therein).

There have been many models of DNA proposed and
studied in various detail [15], ranging from detailed ab
initio models [16] to thermodynamically-motivated mod-
els [17] and empirical potentials accounting for the heli-
cal or curved structure of DNA [18–21], as well as free-
energy-based methods [22]. In this work we consider
the Peyrard-Bishop-Dauxois (PBD) model [23–26], which
provides an effective mesoscale view of DNA dynamics,
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successfully reproducing sharp denaturation curves and
several experimental results [27]. This model reduces
the complex molecular structure of the double helix to a
more tractable one dimensional lattice system, enabling
the investigation of such diverse phenomena as intrinsic
localised modes [28], electronic transport where bubbles
can cause charge trapping [29–31], chaoticity [32, 33],
DNA/TNA couplings [34] and optical switching [35]. The
incorporation of a sequence-dependent stacking parame-
ter within the PBD model provides better accuracy with
detailed denaturation (i.e. complete separation of the
double strand) results for a variety of DNA sequences
exhibiting unusual melting behavior [36].

Using the PBD model, various studies of DNA breath-
ing and fluctuational opening probabilities [37–41] have
been carried out. Stretched exponential evolution has
been found for the decay of equilibrium fluctuations of
base pairs in DNA molecules [42], exhibiting relaxation
times beyond the picosecond scale. Opening probability
profiles and lifetimes of bubbles have also been studied
extensively in the context of DNA promoters [43–53], as
well as more general bubble distributions for arbitrary se-
quences [54]. These findings further indicated that more
large bubbles can be distinguished in transcriptionally
significant regions of DNA promoters than expected from
average results, providing additional impetus to the in-
terest of studying longer-time effects of openings in DNA
molecules, in which times biological processes might be
initiated.

Here, we further investigate bubble lifetimes’ proper-
ties by studying relaxation times of large openings in
the DNA double strand, such as may be produced by
rare thermal fluctuations, induced by artificially engi-
neered means, or naturally created by proteins. Not only
does this further the characterisation of DNA’s response
to large bubbles, but it provides a quantification of the
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time scales for the system’s memory of out-of-equilibrium
perturbations, and demonstrates that these large open-
ings leave a long-lasting footprint on the dynamics of the
molecule.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section II we in-
troduce the dynamical PBD model used here, along with
the numerical methods, parameters, and the simulation
protocols for investigating bubbles. The results and anal-
ysis of data follow in Section III, with the summary and
conclusions in Section IV closing out the report.

II. MODEL AND SETUP

We perform dynamical simulations using the PBD
model of DNA [24], describing the molecule as a sequence
of nonlinearly coupled base pairs. The Hamiltonian func-
tion of the PBD model for a DNA sequence of N base
pairs, considering periodic boundary conditions is given
by

H =

N∑
n=1

[
p2n
2m

+ V1(yn) + V2(yn, yn−1)

]
, (1)

with y0 = yN . The on-site energy interaction is governed
by the Morse potential

V1(yn) = Dn

(
e−anyn − 1

)2
, (2)

and the nearest-neighbour stacking interaction is mod-
elled by

V2(yn, yn−1) =
Kn,n−1

2

(
1 + ρeb(yn+yn−1)

)
(yn − yn−1)

2
.

(3)
Here the yn are the displacements from equilibrium of
each base pair, pn the corresponding momentum, an
and Dn are the constants of the Morse on-site poten-
tial distinguishing AT or GC base pairs, while the cou-
pling constants Kn,n−1 are sequence-dependent stack-
ing strengths. The parameter values used are DGC =
0.075eV, aGC = 6.9Å−1 for GC base pairs and DAT =
0.05eV, aAT = 4.2Å−1 for AT base pairs, ρ = 2,
b = 0.35Å−1 [27], while for the Kn,n−1 values see
Ref. [36] or Table I of Ref. [54]. In this work we
consider only the two homopolymer cases, so we have
KAA = KTT = 0.0228eV/Å2 for pure AT sequences,
i.e. poly(dA)·poly(dT) and KGG = KCC = 0.0192eV/Å2

for the GC case, poly(dG)·poly(dC). The temperature is
kept at physiological level, around 310K, meaning differ-
ent energies are used in the AT and GC cases due to our
microcanonical constant-energy simulations. Based on
the energy-temperature relation in the considered PBD
model [54], we use an average energy per particle of
εi = 0.043eV for AT sequences, while for GC sequences
εi = 0.045eV is used.

Importantly, we make use of symplectic integra-
tion techniques for the conservative Hamiltonian sys-
tem [55, 56], and specifically the symplectic Runge-
Kutta-Nystrøm method SRKNb6 [57]. Not only is this

method efficient and accurate, but it also preserves
the system’s symplectic nature, which means that per-
forming simulations even up to several microseconds is
possible without sacrificing efficiency for precision, as
would be required with typical non-symplectic schemes
with growing errors. A relative energy error of around
|H(t)−H(0)|/H(0) < 10−8 is maintained throughout all
simulations.

Each simulation is run starting from equilibrium dis-
placements yi = 0, with a set of initial momenta drawn
from a zero-mean random normal distribution, which are
scaled to provide the correct total energy. 100 base pair
long sequences are used, with periodic boundary condi-
tions to minimise finite size effects. For every case pre-
sented, 1000 simulations are used to ensure statistical
robustness for the results. The first 10ns of the evolu-
tion are taken as a thermalisation period, whereafter we
directly introduce a bubble by replacing the central base
pairs’ displacements with a Gaussian-shaped initial per-
turbation. This Gaussian has the form

y(x) = he−
(x−c)2

2σ2 , (4)

where h is the height of the bubble, c is the centre lo-
cated in the middle of the DNA sequence (i.e. c = 50 for
our 100-base-pair sequences), and σ the “standard de-
viation”, characterising the width of the Gaussian. The
total number of base pairs which have their displacements
replaced by this Gaussian is denoted w, which determines
the width of the introduced bubble. The parameter σ in
Eq. (4) is given by σ = w/6 to ensure that the inserted
bubble has tails at near equilibrium displacement. There-
fore the out-of-equilibrium bubbles are characterised by
their height h and width w. For all bubbles studied in
this work, we keep w as an odd number of base pairs
to allow for even length tails on either side of the centre.
The displacements of the remaining base pairs (those not
belonging to the bubble region) are rescaled using a bisec-
tion algorithm to retain the total original energy H of the
chain to within an accuracy of |H ′−H| < 10−10eV, where
H ′ denotes the energy of the system after the bubble is
inserted and displacements rescaled. With the momenta
remaining unaffected, the temperature is unchanged by
the bubble insertion.

In Fig. 1 we illustrate the profiles of displacements
within the DNA chain after the introduction of the bub-
ble, along with the pre-insertion thermalised equilib-
rium, for two representative cases with bubble width
w = 11 base pairs and height 5Å [Fig. 1(a)], and w = 21
base pairs and height 3Å [Fig. 1(b)] in a pure AT se-
quence. These cases help to put the height and width
of these bubbles into context, confirming that these in-
serted Gaussians are generally out-of-equilibrium large
perturbations.

To examine the relaxation of these non-equilibrium
bubbles, we track the displacements as the molecule
evolves through time, and compute autocorrelation func-
tions for the bubble region. The non-normalised displace-
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FIG. 1: Two representative cases of the displacements in a
thermalised homopolymer AT sequence at t = 10ns (black),
and the corresponding profile after the Gaussian perturbation
is introduced and the remaining displacements rescaled (red).
(a) Bubble with a width w = 11 base pairs and height h = 5Å.
(b) Bubble with w = 21 base pairs and height h = 3Å.

ment autocorrelation function is calculated as

CD(t) =
1

w

〈
i=(N+w−1)/2∑
i=(N−w+1)/2

yi(0)yi(t)

〉
, (5)

so the sum over i spans the displacements within the re-
gion of interest, which is the w-base-pair region where the
bubble is inserted. The notation 〈·〉 in Eq. (5) means that
the final autocorrelation function is calculated averaging
over the ensemble of 1000 simulations. The limiting or
asymptotic value of this correlation function is

χD =

 1

w

i=(N+w−1)/2∑
i=(N−w+1)/2

yi(0)

 yeq, (6)

where yeq is the average thermal equilibrium displace-
ment of the entire homopolymer sequence. For this value
of yeq, we use an average of the displacements of all base
pairs, from all simulations, after thermalisation and be-
fore the bubble is inserted.

In addition to the relaxation of the displacements, we
can study the relaxation of the energy distribution in-
duced by these bubbles. To this end, we compute the
energy at each base pair i as

εi =
p2i
2m

+ V1(yi) +
1

2
[V2(yi+1, yi) + V2(yi, yi−1)] , (7)

and study the autocorrelation function relaxation for this
quantity. For these energies per base pair εi the autocor-
relation function is given by

CE(t) =
1

w

〈
i=(N+w−1)/2∑
i=(N−w+1)/2

εi(0)εi(t)

〉
, (8)

where again the sum is over the base pairs inside the bub-
ble region. In the same fashion as for the displacements,
the limiting value for the energy autocorrelation function
is given as

χE =

 1

w

i=(N+w−1)/2∑
i=(N−w+1)/2

εi(0)

 εeq, (9)

where in fact we have explicitly that the equilibrium en-
ergy per base pair is simply the initial energy per base
pair. Thus, for GC sequences εGCeq = 0.045eV and for AT

εATeq = 0.043eV.
In order to compute the aforementioned autocorrela-

tion functions in our numerical simulations, the values of
the displacements and energies per base pair in the bub-
ble region are recorded starting from the insertion time,
which is considered to be t = 0. The simulations are
run for a further 1µs for AT sequences, and 5µs for GC
sequences, and data stored in log time. These recording
times were found to be sufficient for the system to exhibit
a complete relaxation of the autocorrelation functions to-
wards equilibrium.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Illustrative cases of individual autocorrelation func-
tions are depicted in log-log scale in Fig. 2. For the
poly(dA)·poly(dT) sequence [Figs. 2(a) and(b)], we show
the relaxation of a bubble of width w = 19 base pairs,
and various heights ranging from h = 2.5Å to h =
5.5Å. The displacement autocorrelation functions CD(t)
[Eq. (5)] are shown in Fig. 2(a), and the energy auto-
correlation functions CE(t) [Eq. (8)] in Fig. 2(b). The
poly(dG)·poly(dC) case is demonstrated with a bubble of
width w = 11 base pairs, and the same range of heights
h = 2.5 − 5.5Å. Figure 2(c) gives the displacement au-
tocorrelation functions CD, with the energy counterpart
CE seen in Fig. 2(d). In all plots, for each height the ex-
pected limiting values, provided by Eqs. (6) and (9), are
indicated by horizontal dashed lines, to which the corre-
sponding autocorrelation functions eventually converge.
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FIG. 2: Time evolution of the average autocorrelation functions for homogeneous AT and GC sequences and different initial
bubble heights ranging from h = 2.5Å to h = 5.5Å. Top row: AT sequences, for a bubble width of w = 19 base pairs; (a)
displacement autocorrelation functions CD(t), [Eq. (5)], and (b) energy autocorrelation functions CE(t), [Eq. (8)]. Bottom row:
GC sequences with a bubble width of w = 11 base pairs; (c) displacement and (d) energy autocorrelation functions. In all cases
the dashed lines mark the expected limiting values χD and χE from Eqs. (6) and (9), respectively. Dotted lines in (b) and (d)
represent stretched exponential fittings with Eq. (10).

The smoothness of the curves (even in log scale) con-
firms that we have sufficient statistics to eliminate large
deviations in the data set.

A typical relaxation process of the AT homopolymers
as demonstrated by the displacement autocorrelation
function CD is seen in Fig. 2(a). Here we see two dis-
tinct stages of the relaxation of the autocorrelation func-
tion; an initial oscillatory region until around t = 20ps,
with increasing amplitude as the bubble height grows, fol-
lowed by a steady rapid decay towards the equilibrium
value, which is generally reached after several nanosec-
onds. The energy autocorrelation function CE [Fig. 2(b)]
also exhibits two stages of decay, but the oscillations for
the first picoseconds, coinciding with the window of oscil-
lations in the CD functions, are significantly suppressed.
The CE autocorrelations reach the limiting value slightly
later than the CD ones.

In the case of GC sequences [Figs. 2(c) and (d)], sim-
ilar but distinct decreasing behaviours of the autocor-
relation functions are clearly visible. First there is the
initial oscillatory period up to times t = 10 − 40 ps de-
pending on height, where coherent peaks and troughs

are especially visible in the displacement autocorrelation
functions [Fig. 2(c)], and less in the large-height energy
functions [2(d)]. In the GC homopolymers there are more
oscillations during the first oscillatory stage of the relax-
ation in comparison to the AT sequences. When the os-
cillations diminish the slow decay of the autocorrelation
functions continues up to several nanoseconds in both
CD and CE , which then gives way to the second stage of
the faster decay process lasting until around 1µs, when
equilibrium values are reached.

In order to find the mechanism responsible for these
distinct relaxations, we can directly visualise the time
evolution of the bubble displacements and energy densi-
ties averaged over one thousand realisations. In Fig. 3,
typical evolution profiles are illustrated for a GC ho-
mopolymer with an initial bubble of height h = 5Å and
width w = 11 base pairs. Considering first the displace-
ment profile shown in a density plot in Fig. 3(a), we see
that the oscillations in the CD autocorrelation [Fig. 3(c)]
correspond exactly to large oscillations in the base pair
displacements within the bubble region. These oscilla-
tions appear as a result of the rearrangement of the ini-
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FIG. 3: The evolution of the averaged displacement and energy density profiles through time, for the case of a GC homopolymer
with an initial bubble of height h = 5Å, and width w = 11 base pairs. The left column shows data for the displacements, and
the right for the energy densities. Panels (a) and (b) show a density plot of the long-time evolution profile of the displacements
and energy densities respectively, with the intensity labelled according to the colorbar above the panels. The corresponding
average autocorrelation functions, CD and CE , are shown in panels (c) and (d) respectively. A 3D representation of the early
stage of the evolution is shown in panels (e) and (f) for the displacements and energy densities, respectively.

tial perturbation towards a more stable localised struc-
ture, which at this width (w = 11 base pairs) takes a peak
height just below 2Å, as can be seen in the 3D depiction of
this stage of evolution in Fig. 3(e). The large oscillations
are seen until around t = 30ps, whereafter the displace-
ment profile exhibits a nearly constant-height structure
in the bubble region. The resulting, more stable bubble
then slowly decays giving rise to the “slower” relaxation
of the autocorrelation function visible in Fig. 3(c) and
earlier observed in Fig. 2 until several nanoseconds. Then
the second stage of relaxation follows, which is charac-
terised by a gradual spreading and the complete disap-
pearance of the bubble, leading to complete equilibration
[see Fig. 3(a)], a process signified by the rapid decay of
the autocorrelation function in the nanosecond to mi-
crosecond time scale [Figs. 2 and 3(c)].

The energy densities show a similar behaviour, but on a
more muted scale as regards the initial oscillations during

the bubble rearrangement at the first stage of relaxation.
As demonstrated in Fig. 3(b), the initial oscillations are
much smaller for the energy profile, and the rearranged
localised structure remains almost stable for times up
to nanoseconds. This is accompanied by a correspond-
ingly flatter autocorrelation function [Fig. 3(d)] for this
period, before the complete thermalisation towards equi-
librium. The 3D visualisation in Fig. 3(f) shows the early
oscillations followed by a constant-height energy profile
in the bubble region, with energy density per base pair
just above 0.2eV. Also in this case, the rapid decay of CE
at the second, final stage of the relaxations denotes the
spreading and disappearance of the bubble [see Figs. 3(b)
and (d)].

These observations are consistent to the behavior de-
picted in Fig. 2 that for a fixed width a greater height
of the initial bubble perturbation results in larger ini-
tial oscillations of the autocorrelation functions. Since
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these oscillations are produced by the rearrangement pro-
cess mentioned above, the closer the initial bubble is to
the nearly stable localised structure corresponding to its
width, the smaller the changes required for the initial pro-
file to be adapted to the inherent state. These smaller
rearrangements are reflected as weaker oscillations in the
autocorrelation functions, especially in the CD functions
where the oscillations are more evident.

It seems that both displacement and energy autocorre-
lation functions for AT sequences in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)
show the oscillatory region and the rapid decaying sec-
ond stage, while the slow decaying relaxation behaviour
is not evident, in contrast to what happens in the GC
case. While not shown here, we have found that in AT
homopolymers the inherent rearranged bubble has a dra-
matically shorter lifetime, corresponding to the lack of
the “slow” relaxation region in this case [see Figs. 2(a)
and (b)]. Because of this, the time required for a com-
plete equilibration, signifying the loss of any memory
about the initial perturbation, is around several nanosec-
onds for the AT homopolymer, which is orders of magni-
tude faster than the GC relaxation.

The decaying relaxation process depicted in these log-
scale plots is very suggestive of a stretched exponential
behaviour. We thus consider a fit of the decaying stage
of the autocorrelation functions with a stretched expo-
nential of the form

C(t) = A exp

(
−
(
t

τ

)β)
+ χ, (10)

where χ corresponds to the limiting value of the rele-
vant autocorrelation function, while A, β and τ are free
parameters denoting the preexponential coefficient, the
characteristic time constant and the stretched exponent
respectively.

The dotted black lines in Fig. 2(b) and (d) illustrate
the stretched exponential fitted to the decay of the CE
data, where the fitting has started from the time where
all data have entered the smooth decay relaxation stage
(i.e. beyond the initial oscillations), corresponding to an
initial time of around t = 10ps. This results in visi-
bly good fits, matching the data very well in all cases,
and accurately capturing the decaying process. Criti-
cally, the good agreement with the data means that the
fitted stretched exponential reaches the equilibrium value
simultaneously with the measured data.

We note that the decay of the CD data can also be fit-
ted with stretched exponentials. However, the CE curves
provide a much more robust and consistent behaviour.
Especially in the AT case the CD fitting is very sensi-
tive to the starting point of the fitting due to the rel-
atively small decaying region after the oscillatory relax-
ation. Consequently, and since the time scales of both en-
ergy and displacement relaxations are similar (even visi-
ble in the autocorrelation functions themselves in Fig. 2),
in this work we focus on the relaxation timescales of the
energy autocorrelation functions.

Having established this stretched exponential be-
haviour, we can now consider the dependence of the fit-
ting parameters on the physical characteristics of the
bubble perturbation – its height h and width w. Per-
forming this fit for a series of widths w between 9 and 21
base pairs, and taking heights h between 2.5 and 5.5Å,
we find the parameters of Eq. (10) in each case. The
results are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of h with the
different widths represented as separate data sets. The
parameters for AT homopolymers are shown in the left
column, Figs. 4(a), (c) and (e), and for the GC sequences
on the right, Figs. 4(b), (d) and (f).

Generally, the preexponential parameter A increases
consistently with height [Figs. 4(a) and (b)], correspond-
ing to the visible height-dependence of the initial CE val-
ues, subtracting the corresponding χE , seen in Figs. 2(b)
and (d). When the width increases however, A reduces,
with the difference between the initial value of the auto-
correlation function and its equilibrium value decreased.

Progressing through the parameters, we observe that
the characteristic time τ [Figs. 4(c) and (d)] is hardly
affected by the height of the initial bubble, in accordance
to the results of Figs. 2(b) and (d). There are small,
non-systematic variations with height, but particularly
the GC parameters in Fig. 4(d) remain around the same
value as height changes. The dependence on width on
the other hand is very clear, with a steady decrease in τ
values as the bubble width shrinks. This parameter most
starkly reflects the difference in the relaxation dynamics
between the AT and GC homopolymers. While the A
[Figs. 4(a) and (b)] and β [Figs. 4(e) and (f)] parameters
are of comparable size between the two homopolymers,
the τ values in GC sequences are more than two orders
of magnitude greater than their AT counterparts. This
reflects a slower relaxation dynamics in the GC case. We
note that while the notion of a “large displacement” is not
the same for AT and GC base pairs – the energy required
to stretch an AT base pair to a certain displacement is
much lower than the energy required to stretch a GC
base pair to the same displacement – this discrepancy is
certainly not on the scale of orders of magnitude.

The final parameter, the stretched exponent β
[Figs. 4(e) and (f)], actually gently decreases with height,
implying that the shape of the relaxation does in fact
change slightly with the bubble height. While there are
a few slightly inconsistent points, especially in the AT
case, the overall decreasing trend is nevertheless evident.

We note that in the autocorrelation function fittings,
uncertainties are estimated using a bootstrapping ap-
proach on the CE data points. The resultant errorbars in
Fig. 4 are in fact smaller than the markers in the plots,
suggesting that these fits are clearly optimal for each au-
tocorrelation function.

The generally systematic behaviour of the fitting pa-
rameters suggests that there is a distinct trend in the be-
haviour of the overall relaxation dynamics as the height
and width of the initial bubble change. In order to under-
stand this overall trend, we make use of the characteristic
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FIG. 4: The stretched exponential parameters of Eq. (10), as fitted to the energy autocorrelation functions CE(t) [Eq. (8)], for
varying heights h and widths w of the initial bubble perturbation. The left column shows the parameters for AT sequences,
and the right column for GC sequences. (a) and (b): The preexponential coefficient A. (c) and (d): The characteristic time
constant τ . (e) and (f): The stretched exponent β. The line connections are used to guide the eye.

average time τav of the stretched exponential of Eq. (10),
which can be computed as [42, 58, 59]

τav =
Γ (1/β)

β
τ, (11)

with Γ(x) being the conventional gamma function. This
average time can be interpreted in this context as a
measure of the relaxation time for the initial out-of-
equilibrium perturbation, and provides an overall quan-
tification of the time scale for the system’s memory of a
bubble with particular height h and width w. This quan-
tity not only provides a relaxation time for the studied
bubbles, but τav also enables us to use a single number
as a descriptor for each autocorrelation function. So in
this sense, we reduce the complexity of many autocor-
relation functions like those in Fig. 2 to one number for
each curve, enabling a much more effective comparison
between relaxations for different initial bubbles.

Based on the fitting parameters shown in Fig. 4, the

average time τav, computed though Eq. (11), is plotted in
Fig. 5, for each bubble width and height considered here.
The first panel, Fig. 5(a), shows τav against the bub-
ble height h for the AT homopolymers, with each differ-
ent width represented by a differently coloured series of
dotted-line-connected points. It is readily apparent that
there is a consistent increase in the average relaxation
time τav as the height h grows, across all widths. Con-
cerning the bubble width, there is certainly a clear indica-
tion that the wider bubbles have longer timescales, with
the w = 21 base pair bubbles [pink points in Fig. 5(a)]
having τav values larger than those seen for narrower
w = 9 base pair bubbles [blue points in Fig. 5(a)], and a
systematic change in times between. The general relax-
ation timescales for the bubbles discussed here remain on
the order of 102 to 103 ps.

Let us now consider the average times for the GC se-
quences, which are depicted in Fig. 5(b). Based on the
observations of τ in Figs. 4(c) and (d), we expect a dis-
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FIG. 5: The average time τav, Eq. (11), of the stretched expo-
nential fitted to the autocorrelation functions CE(t) [Eq. (8)],
obtained from the parameters shown in Fig. 4, (a) for the
AT sequences and (b) for the GC sequences (points). The
dotted lines guide the eye for point-connection. The average
times themselves are fitted by linear functions [see Eq. (12)],
depicted by solid lines in (a) and (b).

tinction between the relaxation time scales for the GC
and AT sequences on the order of more than two orders
of magnitude. This difference is clearly seen in comparing
Figs. 5(a) and (b). Despite this difference in magnitudes
however, the same relative trends are visible that we saw
in Fig. 5(a). More specifically, τav increases steadily with
both height and width. The w = 21 base pair bubbles
relax in more than twice the time than the w = 9 base
pair bubbles.

With the characterisation of the relaxation dynamics
through the average time τav, and the systematic be-
haviour exhibited by these values in Fig. 5, we are able
to further quantify the effect of the bubble height and
width on the relaxation time. In particular, by fitting
the data of Fig. 5 with a straight line of the form

τav = τ0 + αh, (12)

for each width, we can find the lines of best fit for both
the AT and GC cases, and estimate a value for the in-
tercept τ0 and the slope α depending on the width w.
These fits are shown by the solid lines in Fig. 5, where
in all cases the straight line provides a good description
of the trend, thus accurately capturing the dependence
of τav on the bubble height h. Consequently, for a fixed

width w, given the parameters τ0 and α, it is possible to
predict the typical relaxation time for a bubble of height
h.

The calculated fitting parameters τ0 and α are shown
in Fig. 6 for the GC and AT homopolymers, as functions
of the bubble width w. In Fig. 6(a) we see the intercepts
for the AT case, τAT0 , while Fig. 6(b) displays the GC
intercepts τGC0 . Both of these cases show a monotonic
near-linear increase of τ0 with w, corresponding to the
apparently steady increase with width in the average re-
laxation time τav visible in Fig. 5. The relatively smaller
errorbars (here calculated through the covariance of the
parameters) in the GC sequences convey the more stable,
systematic behaviour of the fitting parameters in these
homopolymers, in contrast to their AT counterparts (see
Figs. 4 and 5). The gradients αAT and αGC are given in
Figs. 6(c) and (d) for the AT and GC sequences respec-
tively, still as functions of the bubble width w. These
values change significantly less with width than the in-
tercepts, suggesting that the overall slope α is weakly
dependent on w.

The variation of τ0 and α parameters depicted in Fig. 6
enables us to complete the quantification of bubble relax-
ation times as a function of both the height h and width
w by fitting τ0 and α in turn with straight lines, shown as
solid lines in all panels of Fig. 6. For the intercepts τ0 in
Figs. 6(a) and (b), a straight line through the origin was
fitted finding τGC0 = 8.2(0.1)w ns for GC homopolymers
and τAT0 = 0.032(0.001)w ns for AT. The numbers in
parentheses denote the standard uncertainty in the last
significant figure. For both homopolymers, this fit pro-
vides an accurate quantification of the dependence on w.
The corresponding slopes α in Figs. 6(c) and (d) are fitted
by general linear fits, resulting in αGC = 0.1(0.1)w+3(2)
ns/Å and αAT = 0.000(0.001)w + 0.06(0.02) ns/Å for
the GC and AT sequences, respectively, thus indicating
a weak dependence on the bubble width.

Therefore, the characteristic relaxation times of AT
and GC homopolymers exhibit generally linear depen-
dence on both bubble height h and width w, described
approximately through the relations

τGCav = 8.2w + (0.1w + 3)h (13)

τATav = 0.032w + 0.06h (14)

where in these equations the bubble heights are in Å, the
widths in base pairs, and the average relaxation times
in ns. The overall trend in the average relaxation times
τav is the same for both AT and GC sequences, with the
GC sequences relaxing around two orders of magnitudes
more slowly than the AT sequences.

The calculated relaxation times of less than microsec-
onds in all cases are consistent with previous detailed
molecular dynamics simulations, finding that the short-
time dynamics of DNA are only evident up to 1-5 µs [7].
However, note that the latter computations concern equi-
librium fluctuations, rather than relaxation of out-of-
equilibrium perturbations, as considered here.
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FIG. 6: The variation of the parameters of linear fittings in τav [see the straight lines shown in Fig. 5 and Eq. (12)] with the
width w measured in number of base pairs (bp). The vertical intercept τ0 is shown in (a) for AT sequences and in (b) for GC
sequences, while the slope α is presented in (c) for AT homopolymers and in (d) for the GC ones (points). The data in (a) and
(b) are in turn fitted with an origin-crossing straight line, while those in (c) and (d) by general linear fits (continuous lines).

In a previous work within the same PBD framework,
using identical parameters as here apart from the fact
that a common stacking parameter K = 0.025 eV/Å2

is considered for both AT and GC sequences (which is
close to the KAA = KTT force constant used in this
work, but more than 25% larger than the corresponding
KGG = KCC value), characteristic rates for the decay
of local displacement and energy autocorrelation func-
tions of equilibrium fluctuations were computed at vari-
ous temperatures [42]. From the data presented in figure
4 of that study, one can see that at physiological temper-
atures the characteristic times of base pair opening fluc-
tuations are on the scale of tenths of ns for AT homopoly-
mers and tens of ns for GC homopolymers, in accordance
to the corresponding relaxation time scales obtained in
the present work for the smaller widths. Further, look-
ing at the shape of the local autocorrelation functions
for T close to physiological temperature in [42], weak os-
cillations are present in the timescale 1-10 ps, while it
is evident the much faster decay in the case of AT as
compared to the GC sequences.

The substantial difference in bubble relaxation
timescales between AT and GC homopolymers is a clear
indication that the underlying base pairing dynamics
play a strong role in determining the long-lasting effects
of large out-of-equilibrium bubbles on the molecule. At
thermal equilibrium we have found that individual base
pair opening fluctuations may on average live longer in
the softer AT homopolymers as compared to the GC
ones [54]. However, that result concerned bubbles of

larger amplitude in the AT sequences than in the GC
sequences, while both of these amplitudes were one order
of magnitude smaller than the heights considered here.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Within the framework of the Peyrard-Bishop-Dauxois
model, we have computed the characteristic relaxation
times for large bubbles in DNA homopolymers, using en-
ergy autocorrelation functions to study the equilibration
of these coherent initial perturbations. Through simu-
lations of up to five microseconds, using efficient sym-
plectic integration techniques, we ensure statistical ac-
curacy of our results by averaging over many indepen-
dent simulations (of the order of thousands). By varying
the initial bubble height and width in both pure AT and
pure GC DNA sequences, and computing autocorrelation
functions for each case, we found that the decaying re-
laxation dynamics, after some initial oscillations, consis-
tently develops according to a stretched exponential evo-
lution, matching the complex temporal behavior of these
autocorrelation function (Fig. 2). The mechanism of the
whole relaxation dynamics is related to a two stage pro-
cess where the initial bubble is first rearranged towards
an inherent localised structure, and then this more sta-
ble structure eventually spreads and completely decays
to equilibrium (Fig. 3).

The autocorrelation functions have distinct average re-
laxation times, calculated through the parameters of the
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stretched exponential fittings (Fig. 4), that depend on
both bubble height and width, with larger amplitude and
wider bubbles exhibiting longer relaxation times. Com-
puting the average relaxation times as a function of initial
bubble height h and width w enables the direct quantifi-
cation of the dependence of τav on h and w through linear
fittings (Figs. 5, 6 and Eqs. 13, 14).

The relaxation timescales for GC homopolymers are
typically over two orders of magnitude longer than those
evident in AT homopolymers; within the used model, GC
relaxation times range between 80−200 ns, while the AT
relaxations were on the order of 0.4−1 ns, for bubble am-
plitudes up to 5.5 Å and widths up to 21 base pairs that
have been considered here. These findings demonstrate
that large bubbles leave significant imprints on the long-
term dynamics of DNA molecules, and the extent of this
impact depends strongly on the base pair composition of
the sequence.

A subsequent continuation of this work would be to
study the effect of heterogeneity in the DNA sequence
on the characteristic relaxation times. Further, it would
be interesting to investigate how these dynamics develop
in functional gene promoter regions.
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